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“Theodore Roosevelt-Believe you can and you are halfway there.”
We are always committed to delivering quality learning experience to our students. Your satisfaction is our motivation which
keeps us doing so. Kelvin Ling Hang Ching is our alumnus from Diploma in Electrical and Electronic (E&E) Engineering and a former
student of SMK Rosli Dhoby, Sibu. His overwhelming sense of accomplishment to be an E&E student is apparent from the way he
passionately shared his study experience to us. Let us look at the sharing from Kelvin to reveal more about E&E!
How did you get to know about Kolej Laila Taib (KLT)?
Before my SPM result was released, I heard about KLT from a relative of whom her son was studying Diploma in Electrical and Electronic
Engineering (E&E) at KLT. Since I was still deciding on what to study at that moment, I went to KLT for a course consultation. Through this, I got to
have a more in-depth understanding of the course, E&E from the respective lecturers at KLT. Then, I made up my mind to join KLT.
Can you share with us about E&E?
E&E covers a wide variety of disciplines. It is somehow related to
additional mathematics and physics subjects of what I had learnt in
secondary school. However, it is way more intense and in-depth in
diploma. After I came into contact with E&E, the wonders and
mysteries of E&E were what I have never thought of. The
fundamental knowledge is to understand where and how the
electricity is being generated and then distributed to the
communities. Electricity is a part of our day-to-day lives. It is
absolutely necessary in our daily lives. Our household appliances
need electricity to function. Apart from this, we learned coding and
programming, to assemble electronic components and to programme
them. Other than these, we learned to draw 3D drawings using
AutoCAD software.
Which part of the studying did you enjoy the most?
Personally, I enjoyed doing the Final Year Project (FYP). It was a group project. We designed ‘IoT smart parking’ for our FYP. To make it simple, it was
about how we use our mobile phones to book and cancel the parking spaces. I enjoyed it as it was interesting and at the same time I was able to
interact and discuss with my friend to modify our product. The skills and knowledge that we had learnt previously came into play. We used
AutoCAD to draw 3D drawings for some parts of our FYP’s components then print them out using a 3D printer for us to assemble. After we
assembled the components, we wrote coding to programme our product. We gained more practical experiences from doing the FYP.
Which part of studying did you find most challenging for you?
Subject wise, I would say it is the subject called ‘Communication System’. It ranges from telephones to internet systems on how the information is
being transmitted and received. To me, it is really complex. Personally, I spent more time comprehending the theories of the subjects.
How did you find your study experience at KLT?
I am satisfied with sufficient facilities, ideal learning environment and disciplined students at KLT. Our classes are incorporated with laboratory
activities to reinforce theory with hands-on experience. Also, the industrial training provided me with realistic and hands-on experience of
which I was able to have a solid grasp of the related skills. My industrial training was done at one private company. It provides services such as
installing CCTV, auto gate, alarm system, and etc. Through this training experience, I gained knowledge on electrical components and hands-on
experience on how to inspect and repair old electrical wiring and etc. With hands-on experiences, I can have a better understanding of
theoretical knowledge. Besides, lecturers are experienced and responsible. They endeavoured to deliver sufficient knowledge to us whereby we
as students need to take the initiative to absorb and digest the knowledge. Besides normal lessons, our department did organise coding trainings
and open competitions to invent electronic devices. We gained hands-on experiences by participating in those activities.
Did you regret choosing E&E?
I have no regrets. The knowledge and skills that I have learnt
will be beneficial to my future job. I am looking forward to
developing and being engaged in E&E related field in my future.
What advice would you like to share?
If you are having great passion for electronics, or you like
inventions, E&E is your choice. Make sure you have fundamental
knowledge of mathematics and science as the theories, concepts
and calculation of E&E are evolved from the basics. E&E is a
relatively challenging programme. Most importantly, do not give
up easily. Be persistent and make an effort to consult lecturers
to allow them to guide and assist you in your study.
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